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USB to micro USB cable Vipfan Colorful X08
Find out that cables can not only be functional, but also stylish. The Vipfan Colorful X08 provides fast charging with up to 3A, and also
allows  you  to  transfer  files  in  a  short  time.  It  is  extremely  durable  and  resistant  to  damage.  It  is  also  distinguished  by  dynamic  LED
backlighting in up to 7 different colors. The cable length is 1.2m.
 
Refined in every detail
The Vipfan X08 cable surprises with its unique design. The nylon braid provides it with high strength and wear resistance, and its most
vulnerable points have been additionally protected. Also noteworthy is the dynamic LED backlighting in 7 different colors, which gives
the product an original, modern character.
 
Fast charging - fast file transfer
With the X08 cable you will  not only charge your equipment, but also transfer the necessary files in no time. The product is equipped
with a cable made of 100% copper, which translates into reliable performance. Charge your devices with up to 3A and don't wait too long
until they are ready to work again!
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Vipfan
Name
Colorful Streamer Charging Data Cable
Model
X08
Color
Black
Interface
USB to micro USB
Output current
3A (max.)
Material
Nylon braided
Cable length
1.2m
Backlight
LED

Preço:

Antes: € 1.5006

Agora: € 1.50
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